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* MECHANICS OF MOLECULAR PHOTODISSOCIATION 

t Richard N. Zare and Dudley R. Herschbach 

Department of Chemistry and Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

Abstract 

A computer program whic~ provides the trajectories and 

velocity distributions of the atoms formed in photodissociation of 

a diatomic molecule is described. A table summarizing studies of 

fluorescence lines emitted by electronically excited product atoms 

is given, and the factors which determine the Doppler width of the 

fluorescence are discussed. It is shown that for ionic molecules 

a simple one-electron transfer model predicts that parallel and 

perpendicular electronic transitions should have comparable trans-

ition dipole moments, whereas for covalent molecules parallel 

transitions should dominate. A simple one-electron charge transfer 

model is applied to the np(M)~'p(X) transitions, which produce 

photodissociation of a~kali halides accompanied by atomic alkali 

fluorescence. The model predicts that most of the intensity will 

appear in the perpendicular rather than the parallel components of 

these transitions. 

* Support of this research by the Atomic Energy Commission and the 
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation is gratefully acknowledged. 

t . 
National Science Foundation Pre-doctoral Fellow. 
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INTRODUCTION· 

1 This report supplements a previous paper, hereafter referred 

to as I, which developed a semiclassical treatment of the photo-

dissociation of a diatomic molecule. 

The probability of photodissociation is greatest when the 

electronic transition dipole moment ~if of the molecule is aligned 

with the electric vector E of the exciting light beam. Thus, since -
the excited electronic state usually dissociates in a time short 

compared with the molecular rotation, the angular distribution of 

the fragment atoms shows a corresponding anisotropy. It is peaked 

at right angles to the incident light beam if the transition moment 

is parallel to the internuclear axis (e.g., a L:-2: transition) or 

peaked forward and backward along the light beam if the moment is 

perpendicular to the axis (e.g., a 2:-IT transition). 

The detailed form of the angular distribution is obtained by 

averaging the angular dependence of the transition probability, 

proportional to ~~if·~l 2 , over all rotational orientations of the 

molecule. Several distinct ca.ses ari~:::e) specified by the polarization 

of the exciting light;.by the orientation of ~if' which is either 

parallel or perpendicular to the molecular axis; and by the direction 

of departure of the product atom, which is regarded as undergoing 

either axial recoil along the initial direction of the molecular 

axis, or transverse recoil perpendicular to it. The general result 

can readily be synthesized from these two limiting cases for the 

recoil direction. 
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In I, the treatment was illustrated with calculations on the 

photodissociation of sodium iodide, 

in which an electronically excited sodium atom and an unexcited 

iodine atom are produced. This report presents these calculations 

more fully, including the Franck-Condon factors in the transition 

probability, statistical weights, and the trajectories and velocity 

distribution of·the recoiling atoms. 

If one of the product atoms is electronically excited, as in 

the case of Nai, it will radiate, and the contour of the atomic 

line may be strongly influenced by the mechanics of the photo-

dissociation. 'The DOppler line shape for this atomic fluorescence 

has been derived in I, by-projecting along the direction of obser-

vation the distribution of· velocity vectors of the atom and 

averaging over the thermal motion of the center of mass of the 

parent molecule. The fluorescence width may greatly exceed ordinary 

thermal Doppler broadening, since the emitting atom often has·a 

large recoil velocity. However, in cases for which the angular 

distribution is markedly anisotropic, much of the recoil broadening 

can be avoided by observing the fluorescence at right angles to the 

preferred direction of recoil. In the most favorable case (incident · 

light polarized, ~if parallel to the molecular axis, fluorescence 

viewed along the electric vector E), the predicted line shape is 

bimodal, and if one lobe were used a relatively narrow emission 

line could be obtained. 

-. <.,/ 
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The Doppler line width is an important design parameter for 

· '~ proposed optical maser systems which would utilize the fluorescence 

.. 2 3 of atoms produced by photodissociation. ' Thus there is some 

interest in applying the criteria obtained in I to search for mole-

cules which could yield a narrow atomic fluorescence line and which 

would be otherwise suitable for the maser application. Such a 

search is described in this report. Also, a bibliography is pro-

vided which lists all known experiment~! studies of atomic fluores-

cence excited by molecular photodissociation. 

Unfortunately, for most molecules of interest, not enough is 

known about the excited electronic states involved in photodisso-

elation to enable a definite prediction of the form of the angular 

distribution or the fluorescence line shape. The primary factor 

is just the relative importance of parallel (e.g., L.--Jr L.) and per

pendicular (e.g., L.~ IT) character in the excited states. However, 

usually there is more than one possible repulsive potential curve 

which leads to the same pair of separated atoms, and the curves for 

states of different symmetry may lie relatively close together. 

Since the exciting light often covers a. broad band of frequencies, 

several different repulsive states may contribute to the photo-

dissociation, and the relative transition probabilities for L.-L. and 

L.-II transitions appears to be an unresolved question at present. 

These difficulties are illustrated here by a detailed discussion 

of the nature of the.excited states for.alkali halide molecules. 

A possible interpretation is given for some measurements of the 

intensity ratio of the D1 and D2 doublet lines in the alkali atom 
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fluorescence, which have shown that the ratio varies strongly with 

4 the energy of the light used to induce the photodissociation. 

CALCULATION OF RECOIL DISTRIBUTIONS 

The distribution of the recoil velocity of the product atoms 

is the only factor in the calculation of the angular distribution 

or the Doppler line shape which depends on the detailed mechanics 

of photodissociation (See I, Section II). This recoil distribution 

is determined by the shape of the potential curves for the ground 

and excited electronic state of the parent molecule, the thermal 

distribution of initial rotational and vibrational energy, and 

the spectral distribution of the pumping light. The photodissociation 

of Nai will be treat~d in detail in discussing these factors and 

in describing the IBM 7090 computer program which has been prepared., 

Excitation Probability 

5 According to the Franck-Condon principle, the probability 

that an electronic jump takes place from the ground level to a 

repulsive potential curve v(r) is proportional to 

I v f If 1/1 ,(r)1/f ,(r)drl
2

, p p n n n 
(1) 

where ~ is the vibrational wavefunction characterizing the unstable 
'~'n' 

upper state, 1/fn'' is the wavefunction for the nth vibrational level 

of the ground electronic state with energy En above the lowest level ~ 

and relative population fn; and the pumping light has intensity IP 

at the frequency vp for which 

(2) 
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Since the atoms in their vibrational motion stay a longer 

~ period of time in the neighborhood of the classical turning point 

than at some distance from it, a primitive approximation to the 

Franck-Condon principle is often used which assumes, for n = 0, that 

electronic jumps occur only vertically upward from the turning 

points of the classical vibration. For n= 0, the ground state 

vibrational wa.vefunction is a. simple bell-shaped curve and the trans-

ition is assumed to occur only from the midpoint. This approximation 

was employed in the calculations given in I. 

To improve on this, we must evaluate the square of the overlap 

integral, 

(3) 

Accurate repulsive eigenfUnctions can be obtained from V(r) by a 

.numerical solution of Schrodinger' s equation. 6 However, to avoid 

an elaborate calculation, we shall use a popular method first given 

by Winans and Stueckelberg. 7 The upper state repulsive eigenfunction 

is replaced by a delta function which is different from zero only 

at the classical turning points. Results obtained in this manner 

differ only very slightly from those obtained with correct repulsive 

wavefunctions as Coolidge, James and Present have shown in detail. 
8 

If t ,(r) is replaced in (2) by 5(r-r ), the probability for an n o 

electronic transition occUring with internuclear distance between 

r and r + dr becomes proportional to 
0 0 0 

(4) 

For the first few vibrational levels of the ground state of 

Nai it is sufficient to use harmonic oscillator wavefunctions. The 
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transition probability {4) then becomes 

I v f ( 2nn! ) -l {a/ 7T) l/ 2 e- ~ 2 
H2 ( ~ ) dr 

p p n n o >(5) .· 

Here H (e) is the nth or~er Hermite polynomial,
9 ~ = J~(r -r ) is n o e 

proportional to the displacement from the equilibrium bond length 

re' and 1/Ja is the classical amplitude of vibration in the ground 

state, with 

where ~ is the reduced mass of the molecule and m the vibration e 

frequency. For Na.I, 1/,/a = 0. 078, in Angstrom units. 

Repulsive Potential Function 

Figure 1 shows the repulsive potential curve for Nai, as 

10 derived by Hanson from fluorescence intensity measurements. A 

(6) 

portion of the potential c~rve for the ground state is also shown, 

including the vibrational levels and their relative populations. 

The threshold energy v(oo) = 5.22 + .. 09 ev is the sum of the Nai 

11 dissociation energy {D
0 

= 3.12 ev) recommended by Brewer and 

the Na{2p) excitation energy. The upper state potential curve was 

fitted to a best least squares 6th order polynomial in the range 

r = 2.4615 A (X=O) tor= 2.9615 A (X=0.5) where v(x) is given· 

in wave numbers: 

v(x) = 3.9549354xlo6x6 - G.7053816xlo6x5 

+ 4.250458xlo6x4 1.2435592xlo6x3 

+ 1.944537xlo5x2 - 3.7670057xlo
4x 

+ 4.9953698xlo4 

(7) 
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Fig. 1. Potential· Curves for the Nal Molecule (After Hanson 
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). 
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Recoil Velocity 

The relative kinetic energy of the separating Na and I at6~s 

is given by 

where L is the rotational angular momentum of the Nai molecule. The 

recoil velocity of the atoms is 

VNa (r o-' n' L) = (mi/mNai )( 2E/W- )1/2 

VI(ro,n,L) = (mNa/mNai)(2E/W-)l/2 

(9a) 

(9b) 

The computer program calculates the velocities for given values of 

r
0

, n, and L. In the Nai calculations, for each vibrational level 

(n=O,l,2,3) the angular momentum was varied from l to 121 (in units 

of 1'i = h/2TI) in intervals of 10 units, and for each pair of values 

of nand L, r ranged in st~ps of 0.1 K from 2.46 K to 2.96 K. 
The statistical weight S(r

0
,n,L) associated with a recoil 

velocity VN = VN (r ,n,L) is given by the product of the vibrational a a o 

population factor fn' the rotational population function fL' and 

the normalized probability that a transition to the repulsive state 

will occur in a small interval about r
0

. The relative values of fn 

are given in Fig. l for a temperature of 854°K. To obtain the 

appropriate rotational statistical weight factor fL' the relative 

population of the rotational levels fJ is divided by 2J+l, since 

the effect of orientational degeneracy has already been included in 

the "form factors" derived in I for the angular distribution. Thus, 

f L = ( 1. 4387B/T )Exp [ -1. 4387BJ (J +1 )/T] ( 10) 

where for Nai the rotational constant B = 0.1177 cm-1. 

... 
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For a given vibrational state n and angular momentum L, the 

range of recoil velocities V which corresponds to the transition . Na 

probability (5) is given by 

dV = (vN
8

/ 2E )(cE/cr )dr Na . o o (ll) 

where the second factor in the Jacobian is 

= (cv/cr) 
0 

(12) 

Thus, on combining (5) with this Jacobian and the rotational weights 

we obtain the probability that the recoil velocity of the sodium 

atom is in the range from VNa to VNa + dVNa. as 

(13) 

Here Nm denotes the normalization factor included in (5). Graphs 

of the total statistical weight, S(VN ,n), versus VN were prepared a a 

by having the computer accumulate the values of S(r
0

,n,L) corre-

sponding to values of V Na (r 
0

, n, L) within small increments 6V Na, th(~n 

smooth the resulting histograms. The S(VNa'n) distribution is 

shown in Fig. 2, for the vibrational levels n = 0, l, and 2. 

Eq. (13) presumes a. continuous light source with equal intensity 

per unit wavelength interval, but can be readily modified to apply to 

any pumping source whose spectral intensity distribution is known. 

'l1he computer program also calculates from ( 2) the pumping wavelength 

required to produce each recoil velocity, 'A = he/E. 'rhe statistical 

weight associated with transitions produced by wavelengths within 

the range 'A to 'A + d'A is obtained by replacing Eq. (11) with 
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MU-30358 

Fig. 3. Statistical weight for photodissociation dependence on 
wavelength of the light source. , 
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Thus Eq. (13) applies with dVN replaced by d~ and the factor a 

(2/VNa) repJ.aced l.Jy (.1/~). 'I'he variation of the sta.ti:3tical weJ.ght 

for photodissociation with wavelength is shown in Fig. 3, for the 

n=O vibrational level. For exci.rnple, a pumping bandwJ.dth of 40 ~ 

will photodissociate over 35% of the n=O level population with a 

5 5 velocity distrilmtion between about 1. 3xl0 to 1. 5xl0 em/sec. 

Recoil Angle and Trajectory 

Unless the recoil velocity is very large compared to the 

angular velocity of molecular rotation, the angular distribution 

of the products will be "smeared out" to some extent by the rotation. 

In I, this effect was evaluated in terms of the "recoil angle," X· 

* As indicated in Fig. 4, the line joining the separating Na and I 

atoms rotates from its :tnitia.l direction (at t=O, when the photon 

is absorbed) and approaches asymptotically (at t=) a. line which 

makes an angle X with the initial direction. In I it was shown 

that the angular di~tribution, I(G), and the .form factor, RF' for 

the fluorescence line shape can be obtained by "mixing" the results 

for the simple limiting cases of purely axial and purely transverse 

recoil, 

(14) 

( 15) 

The recoil angle is obtained from 
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Fig. 4. Trajectory of recoiling products. 
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00 

x(r
0

,L) = ( L 2/2~ ) 112j [v(r ) -v(r) + L 
2 

( ___!... _ l:...)J -l/
2 

dr 
0 211 2 2 2 (16) 

r
0 

r
0 

r r 

As r~, the potential energy V(r) approaches its limiting asymptotic 

value, v(oo), For convenience, we take V(r1 ) = V(oo) at a suitable 

distance r = r 1 ; this considerably simplifies the numerical inte-

0 
gration and introduces negligible error. For Nai, r 1 is about 3 A. 

The total energy is 

(17) 

the sum of the potential energy at the turning point and the 

"centrifugal energy," W
0

, arising from the angular momentum. We 

choose the origin of the energy scale such that v(oo) = 0. At any 

r 2 > r 1 , the line of centers has rotated through the angle 

As r 2~, W2-+0, and this slowly approaches the recoil angle, 

l/2 
+ ~ - arccos (w1/E) · (18) 

The computer program can also provide the actual trajectory and 

the "flight time." The rotation angle, x(r,r
0

,L), at each separ

ation distance r >r
0 

is obtained by integrating (16) from r
0 

to r 

rather than from r
0 

to oo 

from 

The corresponding flight time is obtained 
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-1/2 
( ( 2/~.t )[E-V(r) -w(r)]) dr (19) 

where t = 0 at r = r 
0

; for r 2 >- r 1 this becomes 

f rl - -1/2 
t 2 = ( ( 2/ ~ )[ E-V ( r ) - W ( r ) ]) dr 

ro 

(20) 

where v = (2E/11-) 1/ 2 is the final asymptotic velocity of separation 

of the atoms. A sample trajectory calculation is given in Table I. 
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Table I. Sample calculation of trajectory 

for n = 0, L = 51. 

Angle Distance 'rime 
(degrees) (em) (sec) 

0.04 3.26xl0 -8 2.3xlo-14 

5.48 4.0 .6.7 

8.27 5.0 12.5 

10.12 6.0 18.3 

11.43 7.0 24.1 

12.42 8.0 29.9 

13.18 9.0 35.7 

13.79 10.0 41.4 

17.44 30.0 156.2 

18.17 50.0 270. 9 

18.48 70.0 385.5 

18.65 90.0 500.2 

18.76 110.0 614.8 

19.25=X 00 00 
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ATOMIC FLUORESCENE EXCITED BY MOLECULAR PHOTODISSOCIATION 

A surrunary and bibliography of' all known experimental studies 

of atomic fluorescence produced by molecular photodissociation is 

given in Table II. The wavelength of the atomic fluorescence lines 

is denoted by AF(A), and the wavelength of the pumping light 

required to dissociate the molecule (in its ground vibrational state) 

and excite the fluorescence is denoted by Ap(A). The values of the 

dissociation energy D~ (ev) have been taken from Gaydon, 12 although 

in many cases more recent data are available. The indicated 

uncertainty in AP arises mainly from that in the D~ values. 
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Table II. Studies of Atomic Fluorescence 

Excited in Molecular Photodissocia.tion. 

Diatomic "AF (A.) Ap (A) D~(ev) References Molecule 

LiBr 6708 2000±90 4.35:±-.3 13,14,15 

Lii II 2320:±-85 3.5 ±.2 13,14,15 

Na 2 
5896/90 4350±50 .75±.03 8,10 

NaBr II 2100±35 3.8 ±.1 3,5,12,13,14,15, 
19,32 

NaCl " 1955±15 4. 24±. 05 5,12,32 

Nai II 2400±50 3.07±.1 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9, 
12, 19, 20, 

3303/02 1815±25 21,24,32,36,37 

KBr 7699/65 2235±20 3.94±.05 3, 5,12, 32 

KCl II 2060±15 4.40±.05 3,5,12,32 

KI II 2515±25 3.32±.05 3,5,12,32 

Cui 3274/48 2140±70 2.0 ±.2 7 

RbBr 7948/7800 2215±90 4.0 ±. 25 5,12 

RbCl II II 2035±65 4.5 ±. 2 12,32 

Rbi II II . 2~il0±50 3.35±.1 5,12,20,22,30,31 

Agi 3383 1980±8o 2.6 ±. 25 16,17,29 

3281 1945±75 

InBr 4511 2020±60 . 3.4 ±.2 33,34,35 

4105 1930±60 

InCl "4511 1740±25 4.5 ±.1 34,35 

4105 1670±20 

In I 4511 2240±75 2.8 ±.2 33,34,35 

4105 2130±70 

CsBr 8944/8521 2230±95 4.1 ±. 25 5,12 

4593/55 1830±80 

CsCl 8944/8521 2045±65 4.6 ±.2 5,20 

4593/55 1705±45 

Csi 8944/8521 2555±50 3.4 ±.1 1,;),5,7,12,18,20 

4593/4551 2040±35 

(Continued) 
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Diatomic 
AF{f:.) Ap (,~) D~(ev) References Molecule 

· TlBr 5351/3776 1945±30 3.2 ±.1 6,7,11,16,29 

TlCl 5351/3776 1780±25 3.78±.1 7,11,16,29 

Tli 5351/3776 2145±35 2.6 ±.1 6,7,11,16,23,26, 
27,28,29 

Bii 3068 1895±250 2.5 ±1 25 

References for Table II 

1926 .. 
1. v. Kondratjew, "Uber Dissoziation heteropolarer Molekule durch 

Lichtabsorption," Z. Physik 39, 191 
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durch Einstrahlung. II," z. Physik 37, 98 

1927 

3. J, Franck, H. Kuhn and G. Rollefson, 11 Beziehung zwischen 
Absorptionsspektren und chemischer Bindung bei Alkalihalogenid
dampfen," z. Physik 43, 155 

.. 
4. T. R. Rogness and J. Franck, "Uber den Nachweis der Relativ

geschwindi~keit der Zerfal1sprodukte bei optischen Dissoziations
prozessen, ' z. Physik 44, 26 

5. L. A. MUller, "Absorptionsspektren der Alkalihalogenide in 
Wasseriger Losung und im da.mpf," Ann. Physik 82, 39 

6. A. Terenin, "Optische Dissoziation der Salzmolekule," z. Physik 
44, 713 

1928 

7. K. Butkow and A. Terenin, "Optische Anregung und Dissoziation 
einiger Halogensalze," Z. Physik 49, 865 

8. F. W. Loomis and S. W. Nile; "New Features of the Red Band 
System of Sodium," Phys. Rev. 32, 873 

9. A. C. G. Mitchell, "Uber die Richtungsverteilung der Relativ
geschwindigkeit der Zerfallsprodukte bei der optischen Dissoziation 
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10. R. W. Wood and E. L. Kinsay, "The Fluorescence Spectrum of Sodium 
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Salzct'cimpfen," Physica Q, 283 

14. G. H. Visser, "Optische Bepaling van de Dissociatiewarmte van 
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16. A. Terenin, rrPhotoionization of Salt Vapors,rr Phys. Rev. 36, 
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17. A. Terenin, "Dissociation Fluorescence of Agi Vapour," Physica 
10, 209 

18. G. H. Visser, rrNotiz zur optischen Dissoziation des CsJ,rr 
z. Physik 63, 402 

19. J. G. Winans, "Die Ausl'oschung der Natrium fluoreszenz durch 
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Ausloschung der Na-Emission durch Jodatome und Molekllle,rr 
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22. G. H. Visser, "Uber die Einwirkung des Lichtes auf Rubidium
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POSSIBLE MASER SYSTEMS 

As there is some interest in proposed optical maser systems2 ' 3 

which would utilize the fluorescence of atoms produced by photo-

dissociation, we shall briefly survey the possibilities. First we 

look for elements for which the excess energy required to excite an 

atomic level is no more than about 5 ev. above the threshold energy 

for dissociation of the molecule into normal unexcited atoms. 

Excitation produced by higher energy photons is likely to cause 

photoionization rather than photodissociation. After examining 

the diatomic molecules 13 formed from each atom which has an allowed 

14 transition within 5 ev. above the ground state, we conclude that 

the only suitable elements are the alkali metals, copper, silver, 

indium, and thallium. These are just the atoms whose fluorescence 

has already been observed (see Table II). Although most other 

metals do possess the requisite low-lying excited electronic states, 

their valency of two or higher does not permit them to form diatomic 

molecules suitable for the maser application. The oxides, carbides, 

and sulfides, for example, are quite refractory and involatile, 

whereas the monohalides of divalent metals are very reactive and 

can only be formed in low c6ncentration and under extreme conditions. 

Triatomic compounds such as the dihalides, MX2, are also not promising, 

as they appear to dissociate invariably to an excited diatomic 

15 * molecule and a halogen atom, MX 2 + hv ~MX +X. The fluorescence 

spectrum from excited molecules is quite broad, and thus seems 

unlikely to prove suitable for a· maser. 
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Among the various diatomic molecules formed from the monovalent 

metals, we should choose those which will yield an atomic line with 

a minimum Doppler width. 1 - 3 Three factors contribute to the Doppler 

width and may be considered separately: (1) the thermal center-of

mass motion of the molecule; (2) the recoil velocity (relative to 

the molecular center-of-mass) of the emitting atom; and (3), the 

angular distribution of the recoil velocity vectors. 

Contribution (1) is usually the least important; it is less 

than the Doppler broadening for an atomic gas at the same temperature 

by a factor equal to the square root of the ratio of the mass of 

the atom to that of the molecule. 

·contribution (2) can be minimized by using pumping light with 

energy only slightly above the threshold for photodissociation. 

However, since the most populated vibrational levels of the ground 

electronic state usually lie under a strohgly sloping portion of 

the upper, repulsive potential curve, electronic jumps from these 

levels only occur for pumping light well above the threshold. 

Therefore pumping near the threshold involves a very substantial 

sacrifice of intensity.and is impractical. 

Another means of limiting the recoil velocity is to use a 

molecule AB for which the mass of the fluorescent atom, A, is much 

larger than that of its partner, B. As seen in Eq. (9), the recoil 

velocity of A is given by 

(21) 

where E is the relative kinetic energy of separation of A and B. 
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Unfortunately, in the gas phase the hydrides of the monovalent 

metals are largely dissociated, as the equilibrium 

2 MH ~ 2M + H2 

favors M and H2 at the relatively low pressures suitable for masers. 

In addition to the low concentration of MH, the presence of the 

metal atoms is also a serious handicap to maser action, since the 

* emission from excited M atoms would be strongly absorbed and 

* re-emitted by the background M atoms (unless the fluorescence of M 

is not a transition to the ground electronic state). The fluorides 

and chlorides of the monovalent metals also do not appear promising. 

These compounds have very strong bonds and in most cases the photo-

dissociation would require pumping in a region of the vacuum ultra-

violet for which only feeble sources are available. 

Although there is no obvious choice of a molecule which would 

minimize (2), in some cases it may be possible to offset this by 

exploiting the anisotropic angular distribution (3) of the recoil 

vectors. As illustrated in I (Fig. 7), under the proper conditions 

a relatively narrow line may be obtained (from one lobe of a bimodel 

contour) by viewing th~ fluorescence at right angles to the preferred 

. direction of recoil. However, the anisotropy is only pronounced 

when the photodissociati6n is produced by a parallel transition 

{e.g., a L:~L: rather than a L:~II transition). Unfortunately, as 

illustrated below, in most cases of interest several potential curves 

contribute to photodissociation, and it is not possible to predict 

beforehand whether parallel or perpendicular character will pre-

dominate. 
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We conclude that, by default, the diatomic bromides and iodides 

of the monovalent metals probably should be regarded as the leading 

prospects for a photodissociation maser. The volatility of the 

T£Br and T£I molecules makes them particularly attractive, whereas 

Rbi and Csi offer the advantage that the requisite pumping region 

is readily accessible to strong ultraviolet light sources. 

EXCITED ELECTRONIC STATES OF DIATOMIC MOLECULES 

The symmetry of the molecular electronic states which may con-

tribute in a photodissociation can be determined from well-known 

13 procedures, and these will be outlined here. We may start with 

given states of the two separated atoms and ask which molecular 

states arise from them. When two atoms approach each other, an 

electric field arises in the direction Qf the .line joining the nuclei. 

At first the electric field is relatively weak and the coupling 

between the orbital and spin angular momentum vectors, ~i and ~i' 

in the separated atoms is stronger than the coupling of the L. to 
. -l 

the internuclear axis. Consequently a space quantization of the 

total angular momentum vectors, ~i = Li + s., occurs. 
- -l 

This leads 

to (J1 ,J2 ) coupling. As the atoms approach closer, the strength of 

the electric field increases and a decoupling of the ~i and ~i vectors 

takes place. '11his produces a space quantization of ~l and ~~2 with 

respect to the internuclear axis, leading to (A,S) coupling. 

For cases where Russell-Saunders coupling is valid for the 

separ~te atoms as well as the molecule, Wigner and Witmer16 have 

derived a set of rules showing how (A,S) coupling arises from 
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L1s1L2s 2 values of separated atoms. Most of the results given by 

these rules can be obtained in a stra.ightforward manner by assuming 

negligible (L,S) coupling in the atoms and determining the possible 

values of the projections, ML
1 

and ML
2

' of the ~l and ~2 vectorc:; 

on the internuclear axis. The resultant gives the possible A values, 

A = ML + ML . The S values, which determine the multiplicity, 
1 2 

are simply s1 + s 2 , s1 + s2 - 1, ... , I s1 - s 2 1 > and apply to each 

M1 ,ML combination. When A= 0, it is necessary to distinguish 
1l 2 

between ~+ and ~- states and this depends on the parity (odd or even) 

of the separated atoms. These results are applicable to all Hund 

coupling Case a or b molecules. 

For cases where (J 1 , J 2 } coupling obtai.ns ln the atoms, Mulliken1 '7 

has investigated how the J values of the separated atoms correlate 

with the symmetry of the molecular states of Hund's coupling Case c. 

Again, by similar considerations, the D values result from the 

possible projection of J 1 and J 2 on the internuclear axis, D = 

I MJ + MJ j. When D = 0, the determination of the o+ and 0 states 
1 2 

depend on parity conslderations analogous to those for A = 0 in 

Russell-Saunders coupl~ng. In both (A,S) and (J1 ,J2 ) coupling, if 
I 

the molecule is formed from like atoms, the inversion symmetry (g or 

u) of ·the resulting molecular states must be determined. 

We are particularly interested in the upper electronic states 

of the bromide and iodide diatomic molecules formed from the alkali 

metals, copper, silver, indium and thallium. We might expect 

these ionic molecules to show intermediate behavior between Hund's 

coupling Case c and Hund's coupling Case a or b. For sufficiently 

small values of r, the molecules will show Case a or b coupling, 

.. 
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while at large values of r, Case c coupling obtains. As a con-

sequence, in photodissociation of these molecules the frequency of 

the pumping light will affect the synunetry of the upper state and 

hence the angular distribution and fluorescence line shape. For a 

pumping frequency close to the threshold, transitions are induced with 

large internuclear separation whereas pumping light of higher 

frequency favors transitions at smaller internuclear separation. 

We wish to establish a correlation between (J1 ,J2 ) and (A,S) 

coupling with decreasing internuclear separation. This correlation 

can be accomplished by use of a. "non-crossing rule." The lowest o+ 

state for large r is identified with the lowest o+ state for small 

r, the next lowe~t o+ for large r ~ith the next lowest o+ state for 

small r, etc. Each other type of state (0-, 1, 2, etc.) is treated 

in the same way. 

To apply the non-crossing rule we must determine which symmetry 

+ -states ~ ·' ~ , ~ 6, etc. in Case a or b coupling correspond to 

which synunetry states o+, 0-, 1, 2, etc. in Case c coupling. The 

identification can be best accomplished in terms of the total 

electronic angular momentum quantum number, n, which is defined 

for both Case c and a or b coupling. For Case a or b coupling it 

is given simply by 

n = lA + sl 
All states with S1 = 0 (for A ~. 0) split into o+ and 0- components (A 

doubling). All othe~ states with the exception of·~ states go 

according to their possible n values. The synunetry property g or u 

is also maintained. Mulliken17 has tabulated the less obvious 

correlations of the ~ states and they are given in Table III. 
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Table JII. Correlation of the 2: states 

between (A,S} and (J1 ,J2 ) couplihg. 

{A,s) (Jl,J2) 

lz+; lz- o+. 
.) 

o+ 

2z+; 2 - 1 I z 2; 2 
3z+; 3 -

0 - ) 1; o+,l z 

4z+; 4 - 1 3 1 3 z 2'2; 2'2 
5z+; 5 - 0+,1,2; 0 - ,1,2 z 

We illustrate the foregoing by considering the molecular states 

of Nai in detail. In particular, we are not interested in the first 

low-lying electronic states~ but rather only those electronic states 

( 2 2 ) which dissociate into an excited sodium atom Na P1; 2 , P3; 2 , which 

emits the sodium D doublet. On dissociation the iodine atom can be 
2 . 2 

either in its normal state P3; 2 or in the metastable state P1; 2 

having 22 Kcal per mole additional energy. We note that while the 

different electronic states of iodine are spaced far apart, the 
0 

sodium doublet levels are only ~bout 6 A apart. 

In the order of increasing energy we find for (J1 ,J2 ) coupling: 

Na( 2Pl/2) + I(2P3/2) ) 2, 1 ( 2)' 
+ -.o, 0 

Na(2P3/2) + I(2P3/2) ----->" 3, 2 ( 2)' 1 (3) J o+(2), 0-(2) 

Na(2Pl/2) + I(2Pl/2) ~1, o+, o-

Na(2P3j2) + I( 2pl/2) --+ 2, 1 ( 2), o+, o-
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where the number of each repeated state is given in parentheses 

after the state designation. For (A,S) coupling: 

Na( 2Pu) + r( 2Pu)-+ l~+(2), 3.z+(2), 1.z-, 3L.:-, 1IT(2), 3 IT(2), 

16,36 

For the sake of illustration, let us arbitrarily assume that the 

1 + order of these molecular states for Case a or b coupling is 2.: , 

1 3 + 1 1 - 1 + 1 . 3 + 3 3 3 - 3 IT, L: , 6, L: , ~ , IT, L: , IT, 6, L: , TI. The reasons for the particular 

choice will be considered later. Figure 5 shows the resulting 

correlation diagram. 
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Fig. 5. Correlation diagram for the upper electronic states of 
Nal. The spacing of the energy levels has been grossly 
distorted for purposes of illustration. 
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Of course, the correlation depends critically on the ordering 

of the molecular states. In general, this can not be predicted a 

priori although often there will be some level for which a unique 

correlation exists, such as 

For Nai the ordering of the upper electronic levels is completely 

unknown. There are 12! ways of arranging these levels, disregarding 

the ordering of the multiplicity, which also is unknown. {Of course, 

not all these choices of ordering will lead to different correlations.) 

Since in the case of Nai the separation between the Na{ 2P1; 2 ) 
2 and Na{ P3; 2 ) atomic energy levels is quite small, all the repulsive 

potential curves goirtg to a particular iodine atom {normal or 

metastable) will be closely bunched together and it will be impossible 

to excite only one upper state energy level without exciting the 

others lying nearby. Therefore, there appears to be no way tb avoid 

exciting both members of the D doublets. Similarly, there appears 

to be no way of exciting only a L::- L:: transition, if there are also 

IT states lying nearby. 

INTENSITY RATIO OF DOUBLET LINES IN 

ALKALI ATOM FLUORESCENCE 

•4 
Recently H. G. Hanson has conducted some experiments on the 

Nai photodissociation that have a bearing on the nature of the 

upper electronic levels. He measured the intensity ratio 
. 2 2 . 
D2 ( P3; 2 )/D1 ( P1; 2 ) of the atomic sodium doublet components emitted 

in fluorescence, for different wavelengths of the ultraviolet light 
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inducing photodissociation. He found that at short wavelengths the 

D2/D1 ration was 0. 98 and increased to 1. 5 at longer exciting wave

lengths. A similar effect was reported by Terenin18 for the Ag 

doublet emitted in the photodissociation of Agi. The intensity ratio 

for the Ag doublet shows a large reversal, being considerably less 

than unity at short wavelengths and greater than unity at long 

wavelengths. However, the data for Agi is less quant:ltative because 

the energy separation of the doublets is much larger than that for 

Nai and only plate blackenings are reported. The phenomenon is 

probably generaL and not peculiar to just Nai or Agi. 

Hanson also studied the Doppler broadening of the two D lines 

by comparing the absorption of each line in passing through a layer 

of sodium vapor. Within experimental error, the ratio of absorption 

of the D2 to the D1 line was 2:1 at all incident wavelengths; thus 

no appreciable-difference in the individual Doppler broadening of 

the two D lines was detected. 

The intensity ratio of D2 to D1 is given by 

Here t and ~g are respectively the electronic and vibrational 
· get v 
wavefunctions of the ground state. The x states lead to the D2 

component of the doublet and the y states to D1 . The electronic 

dipole transition moment connecting the upper and ground state is 

denoted by ~· If, as in treating the Franck-Condon overlap factors, 

we replace the vibrational wavefunctions of the repulsive state by 
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delta functions, the intensity ratio reduces to 

which depends solely on the nature of the electronic wavefunctions. 

From the correlation diagram of Fig. 5 it is seen that for 

dissociation into an excited sodium atom and a normal iodine atom 

five potential curves are D1 active while ten are D2 active. However, 

since there can be no allowed dipole transition connecting the 

ground state { 1~+) to any 6 level, or any 3 IT component, 11 potential 

curves at most are active in emission, 7 or less D2 active and 4 or 

less D1 active. 

For Case c coupling the selection rules for a dipole transition 

are simply 

~~IT 

+~+ 

- -~ -
and 6.J = 0, ±1 

If we assume that all E- ~ and ~- IT transitions are roughly of 

comparable strength for larger in Case c coupling, the D2/D1 ratio; 

will generally be greater than 1 due to the predo~inance of potential 

curves n2 active. However, at shorter wavelengths the stricter 

selection rules of Case a or b coupling would apply 
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Transitions not allowed by Case a or b coupling will decrease in 

intensity as the internuclear separation is diminished. Thus, a 

possible interpretation can be offered for Hanson's experimental 

findings provided certain assumptions are made about the relative 

strene;th of the 2:- Z and Z-IT transitions. •ro account for the 

experimental observation that the ratio of D2/D1 is nearly unity 

(0.98) at small values of r
0

, we assume that there is one set of 

1 + 1 Z and IT levels D1 active and one set D2 active. If the transitions 

12:+ --r 1z+ and 12:+ ~· J IT were of about equal intensity, other 

assignments would be po~3sible, but they would contradict the obser-

vation that the Doppler broadening of the two doublet components 

is the same. At large internuclear separation, where Case c coupling 

obtains, it seems reasonable to assume that all Z ~ Z and Z ~ IT 

transitions have roughly the same intensity. The D2/D1 ratio of 

1.5 could then be explained by a. 3 to 2 ratio in the number of 

potential states D2 and D1 active. We also make the relative number 

of Z and IT components active for D2 the same as that for D1 , so 

that there can be no difference in the Doppler broadening of the 

two doublet components. The correlation diagram presented in Fig. 5 

has been constructed to correspond to these relationships. 

The correlation diagram is still not uniquely determined by 

these assumptions, although there is little freedom of choice for 

the lower levels. Additional experiments suggest themselves. From 

a study of the D2/D1 .ratio and the comparative Doppler broadening of. 

these two components for dissociation into an excited sodium atom 

and a metastable iodine atom at different pumping light frequencies, 

it should be possible to obtain more information about the nature of 
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the upper potential states, which would perhaps lead to a unique 

correlation. Another experiment of interest would be to investigate 

more thoroughly the Ag doublet components, especially their relative 

Doppler broadening. To account for the dramatic reversal in 

intensity ratio at small r that Terenin observed, it appears that 

we must either postulate that the 1z+ and 1 rr states are unequally 

divided among the doublet components, or that the 1z+ ---?>-
1z+ and 

1 + l 
2:: ~ II transitions are not of equal intensity. In either case, 

we would expect that the Doppler broadening of the two doublet 

components would be different. 

TRANSITION DIPOLE MOMENTS 

As emphasized above, the primary factor which determines the 

form of the angular d~stribution of products in photodissociation 

and the shape of the atomic fluorescenc~ line is just the relative 

importance of parallel (e.g., Z~Z) and perpendicular (e.g., Z--+-II) 

character in the electronic transition or transitions which produce 

the photodissociation. Unfortunately, it does not seem possible to 

make a reliable prediction of this, especially for molecules such 

as alkali halides, in which several different repulsive states may 

contribute to the photodissociation. Here we shall review the 

scanty evidence concerned with this question and present results 

derived from a simple charge transfer model. 
+. 

A treatment of the hydrogen molecule-ion, H2 , by Bates and 

19 coworkers is the only calculation we have found in the literature 

which permits the transition dipole moment to be compared for parallel 

and perpendicular transitions. They found that at the equilibrium 
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inter.nuclea.r distance the transition dipoles for the L+ ~ g u 

( ls a g:-+-2p7Tu) and the L.~ -?-Jig ( 2pcru-:>r3d7Tg) perpcmdicular trp.nsi tions 

were about equal in magnitude and about half a.s large as the dipole 

for the n -?>-II ( 2p7r ~3d7T ) parallel transition. ·-u g .. u g -

Mulliken20 has made an extensive study of the low-lying electronic 

states of simple diatomic halides, x2, HX, MX, and in particular he 

has examined the dissociation of Nai into a normal sodium atom and 

a normal or metastable iodine atom. As may be seen from Fig. 5, 

this is a much simpler case, with fewer electronic states, than we 

have considered. However, the situation is still inconclusive: 

11 
••• we conclude that strong transitions definitely should 

occur to the two o+ levels, the one derived from x( 2P3; 2 ), the 

other from x( 2P1; 2 ). This is in rough agreement with what is 

observed, if we ascribe the two continua essentially to o+~N 
transitions. In addition, there should be transitions to 

the three n = l levels. If these should be weak, their super

position on two strong o+~N continua would scarcely be noticed. 

Even if they are fairly strong, they need not much affect the 

appearance of the continuous spectrum, provided the several 

levels derived from M+X( 2P3; 2 ) lie close together, and those 

from M+X( 2P1; 2 ) again close together. The evidence from Levi 1 S 

analysis of the pseudo-bands indicates that transitions of 

appreciable intensity occur to at least two potential curves 

derived from M+X( 2r 3; 2 ). Assuming that one of these is to the 

o+ state, the others (theoretically there must be two others, 

though only one was definitely detected by Levi 1 s analysis) 

must be to n = 1 states. Thus it seems likely that transitions 

too+ and l states may be of comparable intensity.· Theoret

ically, from a consideration of the probable forms of the wave 

functions, it appears likely th~t transitions to the o+ states 

should be the stronger. 11 
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Thus, according to Mull.ik:en 1 l3 analysis of the spectra (in 

contrast to his theoretical expectatlon), it appears that the .6~.6 

and .6~ transitlons which produce a. normal sodium atom are of 

comparable intensity ln Na.I. Llkewlse, Mitchell's evidence for an 

isotroplc angular dlstribution of photodissocia.tion products 21 and 

Hanson's observation of identical Doppler broadening for the sodium 

4 
D doublets · suggest that the .6--".>-.6 and .6-+II trans 1 t ions which produce 

an excited sodium atom are also comparable in intensity. This is 

all rather circumstantial evidence, however. 

We have considered a simple charge transfer model for transitions 

which produce photodissociation of an alkali halide molecule with 

excitation of the alkali atom. The model, of course, may be an 

lnadequate a.pproximatlon, but it is so simple that the results 

derived from it have some interest in their own right, especially 

since they seem to contradict "intuition." Thus, for an ionic 

molecule a charge transfer model might be expected to favor strong 

parallel transitions in which the electron would oscillate along the 

internuclear axis in resonance with the exciting light. However, 

numerical calcula.tions.for the LiF molecule show that for transitions 

involving P orbitals the model puts most of the intensity into 

perpendlcular rather than parallel tra.nsltions. 

The ground electronic state of an alkali halide has an ionic 
+ - . 

structure, M X , and slnce the molecule photodlssociates into atoms, 

the pumping transition transition transfers an electron from X to 

M+. We ignore all other electrons, and assume the valence electron 

whlch "jumps" goes from an (np)X atomic orbital centered on the 

halogen to an exclted (n'p)M orbital centered on the alkali atom. 
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In general terms, the model assumes the wavefunctions for the 

initial and final states are separable as 

1/li = <l>i (jumping electron)<!> (others) 

1/lf = <l>f (jumping electron) <!>(others), 

where <l>i and <l>f are orthogonal one-electron orbitals. For this 
22 model the electronic transition dipole moment is therefore given 

by 

(22) 

where r is the coordinate vector of the valence electron. 

The one-electron orbital functions are formed from a linear 

combination of atomic orbitals centered on the nuclei A(the alkali 

metal) and B(the halogen), 

(23) 

The parameter t3 measures the probability of finding the valence 

electron on the B atom) the halogen atom, in the ground state; for 

a "covalent bond" between identical atoms t3 = l whereas for an 

"ionic bond" t3 >> 1. Similarly~ the parameter a measures the 

probability that the valence electron is on the A atom, the alkali 

atom, in the excited state; again a = 1 for a covalent bond and 

a >> 1 for an ionic bond. The constants a and t3 are related by the 

requirement that <l>i and <l>f be orthogonal~ and Ni and Nf are normal

ization factors. Thus we have 
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13 = (SAB - a.)/(aSAB ~ 1) (24) 

Nl = (1+ 132 + 213S )1/ 2 
AD (25) 

Nf = (1 + a 2- 2aSAB)l/2 (26) 

where 

( 27) 

measures the overlap of the atomic orbitals. 

According to (22) and {23) the transition dipole moment is given 

by 

1-l 
e 

[a<:> A -13(:)B+(a13-l )(¢A I: I¢~] J = 
NiNf -if. 

(28) 

where 

<:>A = J ¢; r ¢A d-r (29a) 

<:>B = J ¢; r ¢B d-r (29b) 

and 

(30) 

Although the magnitude of the individual terms in (28) depends upon 

the choice of the origin of the coordinate systemJ the net result 

does not. 22 Since we take the origin on the B atom (the halogen) 

and pass the z-axis through the A atom (the alkali atom)J 

and 

(31) 
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the bond distance. 

Thus the first two terms in (28) contribute only to parallel 

transitions. 

If the molecule is homopolar and both the initial and final 

(32) 

(33) 

states for the transition are "purely covalent," we have a= 13 = 1, 

and the third term vanishes. Hence in this limit the model predicts 

that perpendicular transitions have negligible intensity; for 

parallel transitions it gives 

er 
~ (a=13=1) = 0

2 . 
z 2(1-S ) 

(34) 

22 This agrees with a. formula derived by Mulliken and Herzberg for 

the crgls ~ cru ls transition 1n H~. If r
0 

is not too small, the 

square of the overlap integral is small compared to unity, and the 

transition moment is roughly equal to the dipole moment of an elec-

tron oscillating with an amplitude r
0
/2. 

If both the initial and final states for the transition are 

"ionic," we have a. >> 1, 13 >> l. · In this limit, ¢i ::: ¢B and ¢f :::.¢A 

and (28) gives 

~ (a>>l,l3>>l) - er
0 

+ e<<I:>A I z I¢~ - T z 
(35) 

~ 1 (a>>l, 13>>1) - e<<~:>Aix or yl<~:>r? - (36) 

Since the factor 

1 ~ l-as --13 a 
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in the first term of (35) is quite sm<J.ll, the rela.t:tve importance 

of parallel and perpendicular transitions depends primarily on the 

ratio of the two-center dipole integrals 

For the alkali halide molecules of interest here, the j.nitial 

state is ionic, ~ >> 1, whereas the final state is essentially 

covalent. However, a~ 1 since the bond is heteropolar, and from 

(24) we expect a to be of the order of 1/S, which is also substan

tially greater than unity. Thus we shall consider the limiting case 

given in (35) and (36). If ¢A is an np orbital and ¢B an n'p orbital, 

there are only four types of nonvanishing two-center dipole integrals: 

(npzjzjn'pz) (37a) 

(npxjzjn'p) = (npyjzln'p~ (37b) 

(npxlxln'pz) = (npyjyJn'p
2

) ( 37c) 

(np lxln'p) = <np jyJn'p~ Z X Z 
(37d) 

The integrals of types (a) and (b) correspond to parallel transitions, 

and those of types (c) and (d) to perpendicular transitions. The 

integrals of types (b) and (c) have the same value, since 

zln'p) = xln'p) z 

for any n'. (The factors (npxjz and (np
2

jx in the integrands of 

(b) and (c) are not the same, however, since the origin of the ~ 

vector is on atom B). Thus we need to compare the magnitudes of only 

three integrals, 
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I zz = < j ! .! '\. np21 z1n Pz/ (37a) 

1xz = <np lxln 1p) (3'7b, c) 
X Z 

1zx = <npzlxln'p) ( 3r{ d) 

Numerical calculations have been carried out for the LiF 

molecule, since the integrations are easily carried out for the 

n = n' = 2 case. 23 Slater's rules for approximate atomic orbitals 

give 

<2p I = Nze -Cr/z a.nd <2p I = Nxe -Cr/ 2 
Z X 

(38) 

The effective nuclear charge is 

C = 1.3 for Li, C = 5.2 for F, 

and the normalization constant is N = (c5/32n) 1/ 2 . All distances 

are measured in units of Bohr radii. The required integrals, 

may be simplified by noting that the product of x with a 2p
2 

orbitai 

is a 3d orbital with a different normalization factor and xz 

effective nuclear charge, and the product of z with a 2pz orbital 

is a 3dz2 orbital plus a term independent of angle. Thus in the 

integrands of Ixz and Izz we have 

X j2p ( C )) = N ' j3d ( C 1 
)) z . xz 

(39) 
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and 

(40) 

where 

Since r is measured from the F atom as the origin, C = 5.2 in these 

expressions. However, the x-coordinate of the electron is the same 

whether measured from the Li or the F atom as origin, and this 

enables us tb evaluate the I integral in the same way as I , but zx . xz 

with C = 1.3. The dipole integrals therefore reduce to 

2 - ~ (CAr A +CBrB) 
rBe dT 

(41) 

= NB'(2p J3d ) 
X XZ 

(42) 

(43) 

Here A refers to the Li atom, B to the F atom. The terms involving 

N' are standard overlap integrals, and the remaining integral is 

readily evaluated from Coulson's tabulation of closed forms for 
. 24 

certain two-center integrals, since 

(44) 

where J 14 is an integral given·explicitly by Coulson, 
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( -(ArA-BrB) 
J14 (A~B~R) = j rArBcosGAe dT 

= B7T f4A[6(A
2

+'7B
2

)(l+BR)-(A
2
+llB

2 )x:n 2
+BX2

R.
3 ]e-BR l ~· 

R2X5 t-[24A(A 2+7B2 )(l+AR)+8A(A 2+5B 2 )XR2+(A 2+3B2 )x2R3 ]e-AR ' 

( 45) 

2 2 
with X= A -B. The numerical results are given in Table IV. Values 

of the overlap integrals are also included. The plus sign indicates 

that the term er0/~ (which is about 7.5/~ Debye unites at the 

25 Q ( equilibrium internuclear distance~ where r
0 

= 1.56 1-1.) in Eq. 35) 

should be added to the listed values for the parallel transition 

moments. 

Table IV. Results of charge transfer model for LiF transitions. 

Transition 
M Orbital X Orbital ~Lif Overlap 

Type a SMX De byes 

Parallel 2p ~ 2p 0.039+ 0.069 
z z 

Eq. ( 35) 2p 2p o. 973+ 0.119 
X X 

2p +- 2p 0.973+ 0.119 y y 

Perpendicular 2p ~ 2p 0.973 zero 
X z 

Eq. (36) 2p ~ 2p 0.973 zero y z 

2p z ~ 2p 6.82 zero 
X 

2p ~ 2p 6.82 zero z y 

aThe integrals of Eqs. {41,42,43) are eizz = 0.039, 

eixz = 0.973, and eizx = 6.82. For c.omparison, er
0 

= 
7.48 Debye units at the equilibrium internuclear distance, 

r
0 

= 1.56 J\. 
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The reason for the result I > I >~ I becomes apparent zx xz zz ' 

in Figs. 6-0 which present contour maps of the factors L and R in the 

integrands of Eqs. (41-43): 

L{on left} R{on right} J LRd-r 

Fig. 6 <2p (Ll) l X z j2p (F)) 
X Izx 

Fig. 7 <2p (Li) I 
X 

xl2p (F)) z Ixz 

Fig. 8 <2p
2 

(Li) I zl2pz(F)) Izz 

The contours are plotted for values of the coordinates such that 

In each figure the Li atom is on the left and separated from the F' 

atom by the equilibrium internuclear distance. Figs. 6 and 7 show 

that the L and R factors overlap constructively in Izx and Ixz' 

whereas in Fig. 8 the R factor is compl$tely surrounded by one lobe 

of the L factor and consequently there is extensive cancellation 

in the integrand of I
22

• 

Although calculations have not been carried out for the 

np(M) ~ n'p(X) transitions of other alkali halides, the present 

model is expected to give results similar to Table IV for all the 

alkali halides. The overlaps which determine the transition dipoles 
. I 

depend mainly on the relative scale and the separation of the M 

and X orbitals. Since the effective nuclear charge parameters 

eM and ex remain about the same for all the alkali halides and slnce 

the increase in bond length with size of M or X is offset by the 

expansion in scale which accompanie$ an increase inn or n', we 

expect the pattern found in Table IV to be typlcal. 
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The one-electron transfer model is severely oversimplified, 

of course. Perhaps its most realistic aspect is that it makes the 

transition dipole moment extremely sensitive to the type of bond 

and the transition considered, as illustrated in Eqs. {34-36) and 

Table IV. In particular, the weight given to perpendicular 

transitions in Table IV should be emphasized. This contradicts 

some "intuitive" versions of the charge transfer model, including 

1 one cited in our previous paper. 
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One Bohr ratlius 
I I 

UCRL-10438 

----------

MUB-1839 

Fig. 6. Contour map of factors (2pz(Li)jx and j2px(F)) m 
the integrand of Izx integral. 
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One Bohr radius 

I I 

MUB-1836 

Fig. 7. Contour map of factors ( 2px(Li)l and x lzpz(F)) in 
the integrand of Ixz integral. 
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DETAILS OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

The IBM 7090 FORTRAN programs which were prepared for the 

calculation of statistical weights and trajectories are given in 

Appendices I and II. The overlap integrals used in calculating 

the transition moments were evaluated by means of a SHARE sub

routine, Dl MI DlAT. The XY plotting program used to prepare 

Figs. 6-8 is a modified version of another standard subroutine, 

J6 BC XYP2. Both of these subroutine programs are available at 

the University of California Computing Center, Berkeley. 
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APPENDIX I 

C H I S T 0 l' R J\ IV\ C 1\ 1. .. ( l J l 1\ T l 0 N F 0 I~ S T /1 I l S r l c. 1
\ L. 1v 1~: [ G H T ;~ 

D 1 HI: N .') I 0 N F I~ ( 3 \ l ) , !ll) X ( 6 0 , f-t ) , F. 0 X ( 6 Cl l 

DO l I = 1,60 
FOX(!) = O.u 
DO l J = J , l~ 
BOX( I ,_3) = u.O 
f~ = 2·7115E-t3 
l3 = .1177 
RSTART = 2·4615E-8 
( :::: 3o()l+J0 
V!N = 42l,J?.O 
H = 6.62E-27 
A = 6o023E+23 
PI = 3.1415962 
HBAR = HI(Pl*2.0l 
0 ."1 E G A = 2 • 8 6 t: + 2 
LJ :: J9o4692 
ALPrlA = 4oU*Pl**2*U*OMEGA*CI(H*Al 
QALPH = ~QRTF(ALPHA!Pll 
CO = 0/\LPr-i 
C 1 = \) A L P H I 2 • Ll 
C2 = <.JALPHIB.ll 
(3::: 0ALPHI1+8.,J 
T = 854oU 
DO 50 J = 1tl2J,5 
JI = l+!J-1115 
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50 FR!Jll = 1•1+387*BIT*EXPF!(-2.8589E-3l*'I:3*FLOATF(J*(J+llli(T*l•9872E 
1 -3)) 

'tiO = 100.0 
\•11 = 6 1. 9 
1'-12 = 38·4 
V.J3 = 23.9 
SULK = ~QRTF!ALPHA) 
DO 51 J = J,J21,5 
JI = 1 + IJ-lll? 
DO 51 K = Ud00 
XC = R~TART + FLOAfF(Kl*S.OE-11 
XCM = XC - R 
X = XO"l*SULK 
XUP = !XC -RSfART)*loUE+8 
HlC~ = (Z.O*Xl**Z 
H2Q = (4.0*X**2-2o0l**2 
H3Q = (d.O*X**3-12.U*Xl**Z 
XP - EXPF(-!ALPrlA*XCM**2l l 
VR = 3.9549354E+6*XUP**6 - 6.7053816E+6*XUP**5 + 4e250458E+6*XUP** 

1 4- 1.2435592E+6*XUP**3 + 1.9445371t+5*XUP**2 - 3.7670057E+4*~UP 
2 · + 4 • 9 9 5 3 6 9 8 E + t~ 

E ;:; VI~ - V I N + • 5 ll· F L 0 AT F ( J * * 2 l * H l3 A R *A* ( H 1:3 A R I ( U ~~ XC** 2 * 1 • 6 E- 1 2 l * 8 0 6 7 ~ 0 l 
V~A = Ul22.99l*SQRTF!2.0*E*A*l•6E-12118067eU*Ul l 
DEl~ = 6eU*3.9549354E+6*XUP**5-5.0*6•7u?3816E+6*XUP**4+4•0*4~250458 
lE+6*XUP*~1-3.0*1.2435~92E+6*XUP**2+2.0*1•9445371E+5*XUP-3.7670057 
2 t: f-1+ . 

DERIV = ~ER-(FLOATFIJ*Jl*IH*Al*HI(U*XC**3*1·6E-12l*8067·0l 
ZJACOB = ABSF(2.Ll*[/(VNA*DERIVl l 
Sf/\TD = CUlfXPli·WJ*FR(Jl l*ZJACOt3 
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STAll = Cl*XP*Wl*Ff~( Jl )*HlU*ZJA(O(j 
STAT2 - C2*XP*W2*FRIJI l*H2Q*ZJACOB 
STAf3 = C3*XP*W3*FR1Jll*H3Q*ZJACOB 
I = 1 
TEST "' 5.0E+3 

4 IFIVNA-TEST)2,2t3 
2 fJOX(I,ll = 130X(I,ll +STATU 

BOX(I,2l = t30X(J,2) + STAfl 
t30XII•3l- 1:30X(l,3l +STATZ 
1:3 0 X ( I , 4 ) = 1:3 0 X ( I , r+ ) + S T A T 3 
GO TO 44 

3 I = I + 1 
TEST = fEST + s.vE+3 
GO TO 4 

44 ANGST = lellE+8/VR 
FACE = VNA/(2eO*ANGSTl 
STATO = STATO*FACE 
I = l 
TlSf = 195U.O 

444 IFIANGST-TESTl22,22•23 
22 FOX! I l = FOX( I) + STAfO 
51 CONTINUE 

GO TO 4444 
23 I = I + 1 

TEST = TEST + 10.0 
GO TO 444 

4444 DIV = o.O 
DDIV = 0.0 
DO 45 I = 1,60 
DIV = iv1AX1FIDJV,ABSFII:30X: I d)) l 

45 DDIV = MAX1FIDD!V,Al:3SF( FOX! I) l) 
DO 46 I = 1,60 
FOX ( I l = FOX ( I l I DD IV 
DO 46 J = 1,4 

46 BOX( I ,J) = BOX( I ,JJ/DIV 
WRlfE OUTPUT TAPE 3,52 

UCRL-10438 

52 FORMAT( 12H1 HISTOGRAMS///lX,1HJ,3H I,sx,9HSTAT. WT.I/l 
DO 4 7 J = 1 '4 
DO 47 I = 1,60 

47 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,55,J,I,BOX( I,J) 
55 FORMAT( I2,!3,5XtFBot+) 

. 'tJRI fE OUTPUT TAPE 3d010 
1010 FORMAT!BHl LAMdDA,7X,9HSTAf. Wf.//l 

DO 48 I. = · 1, 60 . 
X = 195v.O+FLOAfF( I-1l*l0o0 

48 WRITE OUTPUT .TAPE.3.,56,X.,FOX1Jl 
56 FORMATIF8.z,sx,FB.4l 

CALL EX IT. 
END 

• .. 
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D 1 M r:: ;,: :; 1 t;r,J r:; I ? Q .) , c t 1 :·i ) , i ( 1 n ) , \·: 1 1 n l , s 1 1 uri ) , :-, 1 1 1 1 ) o 1 
'.1/!-( l T[ UU"i'PI) i l .. ~\f;[ 3 ~ .2Lf ·. .. . . 
FUI-<HAT (·?3Hl C!1LCUU\T LUNS rOi\ Nf..I 
f~ = /•)115t:-H 
E~ = • l 1'7 7 
f--1 S ·r AY T = 2 • 4 6 1 S t .,.. fl 
H = 6e627t-21 

. . 

.~ = 6·02:H.+23 
Vfi\! = 42l0'.).(l 
P I = . 3 • J i+ l 5 9 6 2 '? 
H R tJ-! = H I (!..! I 11- 2 • 0 l 
U = 19el..r69? 
T = h.54.0 
DO ')(I J=h9J,l0 
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,Jl:::: 14-IJ..;..l)!JO · · . . . . 
50 FRIJJ I-~· l.4387*B/l*EXPF(~2~8589E-3*~*~LOArfiJ*I~+lJ l/IT*l•9872E-3 

ll)' . 

CONS= J..Ot-:.-8 
CONV '= 360.0/12.(1-:<-t)l) 
Dtllf1 .. = l.OE-10!3.0'. 
R1 = k + .~~*CONS 

vo = o.o 
VJH= -.10 
Vlt= · .15 
V?H= -.15 
V?L= •20 
V3H= -.19 
V.3 L= • .2 5 
\iLfH=' -.z;~ 

V4L= e28· 
Clll ~- 4.9953698E+4 
Cl?l =-3.76700~7E+4 

Cl~} = le9445371E+5 
c ( lf) 

c ( (:,) 
. ((6) 

- -1 .· 2 4 ·~ ,c ... i:) ') C . L 
- . '. . ' )') • r.. c + () 
= 4.250'+':iP.OF~+6 
:::.,..6. 70':>38] 6t:+6 

( ( 7) = 
TIl I = 

:3.9549354F..+6 
V4H -lc CON .S 

TI?J - V3H * co~s 
Tl3) = VZH "'CONS 
Tl4} = VlH * CONS 
TIS) = VO *CONS 
T16l = Vll *CONS 
T(7) - V2L ~CONS 
T(A) = V3L * CONS 
T ( o I =V4L ~r-CONS 
\.o! ( 1 } = ]_ /.j.. 9 
\:! ( ? ) - ? 3 • 9 
VI(':\) = :~8.4 
tv 1 4- 1 61.9 
\\

1 
( 5 ) = 1 0 0 • 0 

\,1 ( 6 ) = 6 1 • 9 
VJI71 = 38.4 
1:1 ( R ) ;:: 2 3 • 9 



V.! ( 9) = 14119 
RG;lJ = SORTFIA/I2eO*Ul) 
DO 60 I=lt9 
DO 6C1 L=1,9ld0 
JI = l+(L-1)/l() 
.STAT = F R I J I ) ~<~.J ( I ) 
X= IR-RSTART+T( II )/CONS 
IF(X-.5?1 800,900,900 

900 VR = VIN + 100o0 
GO TO 700 

BOO Vi-{=O.O 
DO 70 J=2'7 

70 VR = VR + CIJI*X**(J-1) 
VR::: VR + Clll 
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700 E::: VR-VIN~e5*FLOATFIL**2l*HBAR*!A*HAARl/(U*(R+T(l)l**2*le6E-121* 
1 8066 .. 03 

ABCONl ~ FLOATFILl*HBAR*RQU 
ZEE = FLOATFILI*IHBAR*RQUl/IR1*SORTFIE*l.6E-12/8066e03ll 
ASYM ~ PI/2.0 - ATANFISQRTFiloO-ZEE**2)/ZEEl 
K=O 

8() X=X+ .. 01 
XK=X><-CONS 
IFI~S5-XI 90,90,200 

200 IFIX-~521 100,901,901 
901 VR = 0 .. 0 

GO TO 701 
100 vr-<=o.o 

DO 110 J=2,7 
110 VR = VR + CIJl*X**(J-1) 

VR = VR + CI11-VIN 
701 K=K.+l 

S I k. l = A 8 C 0 N 1/ CS Q R T F I I E- V R ) * 1 • 6 E -12 I R 0 6 6 o 0 3-F L 0 AT F I L * * 2 l * ( H BAR 1< A ) ~r 
1 HRAR/IU*IR+T( Il+XK1**2)*e5I*IR+T(l )+~K)**2) 

STIKl = SIKl * IR+TII I+XKI**2/IFLOATFILl*HRARl*U/A 
C:iO TO HO 

90 ARCON2 = SORlFIU/12•0*A*E*le6E-12/R066.03)) 
K=K-1 
SUM=O .. O 
S T lJM = l) ~ 0 
D0 170 J=2'K'2 
.SUM= SUM +.SIJ-11 + 4eO*SIJ) + S(J+ll 

1?0 STUi-1 = STUM + STIJ-1)+ 4e0*STIJ) + STIJ+l). 
A N G L E = D E L T A ~~ S U r-.1 

TIME = DELTA * STUM 
CHI = !ANGLE + ASYMl*CONV 
v1RJl~ OUTPUT T/\PE 392l'I'L9CH!tSTAT 

21 FORMATI6SHO VIBRATION ROTATION CHI STATISTICAL 

?.? 

23 

1 WEIGHT /ll~,I10~1P2E20·Bl 

SCHI~D = SQRTFIR1**2-FLOATFIL**2l*HBAR*!A*HBAR)/(2oO*U*E*l•6E-l2l* 
1 fl06Ae(1 '3) 

vif-< I T E 0 l JT P U T T A P E 3 ~ 2 2 
FORMATihlHO ANGLE 

1 r .~r:- 1 
\·.' f-;l I H: 0 U T PUT T A P E 3 , 2 3 , AN G L E 9 R 1 , T I ME 
FORr·i.l\T I l.P3E20fi8 l 
STP=(leO 
DISI = 4e0*CONS 

DIS T MICE T 

1~0 DIST = OISf + STP 
ZE = i~E * Rl I DIST 
ANG =CHI - IPI/?~O-AlANFISQRTF(loO-Zt*~21/ZEl l*(UNV 
TIM= TIME+ ABCON2*(SQRTF(DIST**2-FLOATFIL**2l*IHBAR*Al*HHAk/12.0 

' . .., 

··-
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1 *U*E*le6E-12l*8066.03l - SCHKD) 
. WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3~23'A~GtOIST,TI~ 

STP = loO*CONS 
IFIOIST - lo0E=7l 13096009600 

600 STP = 20e0*CONS 
IFIDIST-leOE-6) 130960960 

60 CONTINUE 
CALL EXIT 
END 
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ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
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or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 
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to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
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